Study Objectives: Sleep disruption is common in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Likewise, deficits in attention are a hallmark of sleep deprivation in healthy individuals. Whether ADHD and sleep deprivation modulate common, or disparate, neural systems is unknown. No study has yet utilized functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate sleep loss in ADHD. We address this gap by performing a novel meta-analysis to compare patterns of fMRI activation during sleep deprivation and ADHD.
Introduction
The association between attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and disturbed sleep is a complex but important scientific and clinical challenge. On the one hand, we know that disturbed sleep clearly results in altered functioning across the brain [1] , including but not limited to deficits in sustained attention [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , distraction [7] , impulsivity [8, 9] , and memory [10, 11] -all of which echoes the symptoms of ADHD. On the other hand, ADHD as classically defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Fifth Edition (DSM-5) does not include single diagnostic criteria for ADHD related to sleep. Moreover, clinical polysomnography evaluating sleep parameters in people with ADHD for sleep abnormalities typically shows no observable changes in traditional sleep macroarchitecture (e.g. time in sleep) [12, 13] . Instead, the sleep profile of ADHD is more subtlety altered. Some studies, for example, show sleep fragmentation by way of a sleep-disordered breathing [14] , whereas others indicate subtle reductions in restorative sleep oscillatory activity not detected on traditional, clinical, sleep studies, namely, sleep spindle activity [12] and slow-wave activity [15] . Although we do not conceive of ADHD as consisting of total sleep loss on a regular basis, it is well established that an accumulation of subtle erosion of sleep [4] or even a one-night selective suppression of slow waves [16] can yield behavioral outcomes similar to total sleep deprivation [16] , highlighting a pathway by which even subtle shifts in sleep in ADHD may yield a sleep-deprived-like brain state. Thus, in a paper by Owens and colleagues [17] , a recent consortium of ADHD-sleep researchers highlighted the need to elucidate whether mechanisms of disordered brain function are shared between sleep deprivation and ADHD, and if so, which ones.
To address this need, our study takes a meta-analytic approach. Although we lack extant experimental studies to compare brain activity in ADHD and short sleep, independent literatures have successfully measured brain function in both contexts using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Total sleep deprivation is routinely utilized in the laboratory to model more pervasively ecological patterns of chronically restricted sleep germane to any number of clinical circumstances similar to ADHD. Reviewing the separate literatures of fMRI studies of ADHD and of sleep deprivation [3, 18] reveals hypoactivation in overlapping cognitive control and attentionregulating regions: particularly within the prefrontal, cingulate, and parietal cortices, consistent with the similar behavioral impairment. However, without a direct comparison, it remains uncertain whether there is true systematic overlap in the brain structures affected in ADHD and sleep loss nor how the two states systematically differ from one another. Such precision is critical to best design novel research and intervention strategies where sleep dependency of function is ultimately targeted.
As one step towards testing the important question of comparing neural mechanisms underlying ADHD and sleep deprivation, we performed a novel, coordinate-based analysis of likelihood estimate (ALE) meta-analysis comparing fMRImonitored studies of sleep deprivation with those of ADHD. Our central hypothesis was that ADHD and sleep deprivation share overlapping hypoactivations in top-down cognitive control networks underlying the behavioral deficits common to both states. Moreover, we hypothesized a more severe hypoactivation in the ADHD, consistent with the clinical severity of ADHD relative to more subtle impairment of sleep-deprived healthy controls (HC).
Methods
Following others [19, 20] , we used GingerALE software (Human Brain Mapping) to conduct a coordinate-based meta-analysis of fMRI activation, comparing fMRI neural activation in studies of sleep deprivation with those of ADHD in order to elucidate convergent and divergent patterns of neural activity in each. Our ALE analysis involved three main steps. First, a comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify original fMRI reports in either ADHD or sleep deprivation (as none were found that used sleep deprivation in ADHD participants). Second, first-level analyses are conducted within the ADHD and sleep deprivation literatures separately, identifying stable increases or decreases in activation within each condition. Third, these first-level results are used in second-level conjunction analyses to directly derive the convergence and divergence of activation between the two independent literatures of total sleep deprivation and ADHD.
Literature review
As published previously [19, 20] , and outlined in Figure 1 , we conducted two parallel literatures for ADHD and total sleep deprivation (TSD; excluding partial sleep restriction) in HC (thus excluding studies of patients with sleep or circadian rhythm disorders) using both the Pubmed (MEDLINE) and PsychInfo databases, representing the extent of both literatures; this literature search was completed on August 4, 2017. For the ADHD literature, our search items were as follows: [(ADHD OR "attention deficit hyperactivity disorder") AND (fMRI OR "magnetic resonance imaging")]. For sleep deprivation, we used the analogous search: [("sleep deprivation" OR "sleep restriction" OR "sleep loss") AND (fMRI or "magnetic resonance imaging")]. After removing identical articles between PsychInfo and Pubmed, our literature search yielded a total of 1667 potential citations for inclusion: 1378 for the ADHD literature, and 289 for the sleep deprivation literature.
Across the two literatures, we included primary data articles, from adult and youth samples, reporting voxel-based coordinates from the analysis of task-based functional MRI within the broad domain of attention and executive function (including sustained attention, selective attention, visual attention, response inhibition/conflict, working-memory, and cognitive flexibility) and where an English language version was available. ROI analyses were accepted only in the case where a voxel-wise peak coordinate is reported; thus, anatomically defined ROIs were excluded. We included articles which reported one of four core fMRI contrasts of interest: (1) TSD > Rested, (2) Rested > TSD, (3) ADHD > HC, and (4) HC > ADHD. Thus, these four contrasts were utilized to examine areas where brain activity is either increased or decreased in ADHD or TSD, relative to each condition's respective control case. Studies were only included when direct contrasts could be identified (i.e. regression-based analyses, or within-group averages without comparison, were not included). For both TSD and ADHD, we only included studies involving a direct contrast of conditions. A full list of exclusion criteria is included in Figure 1 .
In total, this systematic review process yielded 134 unique articles for inclusion (full list included in Supplementary Material). This consisted of 54 studies with an ADHD > HC contrast; 88 studies with a HC > ADHD contrast; 15 studies with a TSD > Rested contrast; and 22 studies with a Rested > TSD contrast.
GingerALE meta-analysis procedure
The current meta-analysis was performed in the GingerALE package version 2.3.6, using the latest ALE algorithm for inference [21] , designed together with the Human Connectome Project. In short [21] , ALE consists of collating stereotaxic coordinates (that is the spatial location of fMRI activation within the brain) reported across a pool of MRI studies. After being adjusted for differences in standard-space atlases across studies, these xyz coordinates are tagged by study and sample size before submission to random effects analyses. Such analyses form a null distribution of spatial activation extent on which to test whether the spatial coordinates reported across multiple studies represent stable and reliable activations.
Following the initial literature review process, stereotaxic coordinates were extracted for each contrast within each study and compiled. All coordinates were converted into Talairach space within the GingerALE package to allow for cross-literature inference in a single stereotaxic atlas-space.
We utilized a two-step analysis plan: First, separate firstlevel GingerALE analyses were performed for the four contrasts of interest, with an initial voxel-wise uncorrected (with respect to multiple comparisons) statistical threshold of p < .005 and a minimum cluster size of 20 mm 3 . The use of uncorrected thresholds such as these (an order of magnitude more stringent than a traditional alpha of .05) are common in preliminary neuroimaging analyses to limit the high rate of false-positives possible when performing the statistical test at each voxel of the brain. Next, we pooled the ALE results of these first-level results into a second-level conjunction/subtraction analysis examining our key question: the patterns of overlap and distinction between ADHD and TSD. We performed two distinct second-level models: one comparing ALE-derived hypoactivations (i.e. Rested > TSD and HC > ADHD) and one comparing hyperactivations (i.e. TSD > Rested and ADHD > HC). Second-level analyses involved quantitative conjunction analyses and utilized nonparametric permutation simulations (10,000 permutations) for drawing statistical inference of differences between the sleep deprivation and ADHD literatures. Here we utilized standard methods to correct multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate (FDR pN option in GingerALE [22] ) of q < .05, and a cluster-extent threshold (k) of 20 mm 3 to remove spurious clusters of small size. GingerALE provides for two potential variations of FDR control. The chosen algorithm is the more conservative of two, making no assumptions with respect to correlation structure of the multivoxel data. Our current report focuses on these second-level conjunction analysis relevant to our core questions. Results from the preliminary firstlevel analyses of the ADHD and sleep deprivation literatures, independently, are reported in Supplementary Tables S1-S4 . 
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Exploratory post hoc analyses of the developmental nature of included ADHD studies
The ADHD literature represents studies from both adult and youth samples, whereas the sleep deprivation literature studied consisted solely of studies in adults. Thus, one may query whether such a difference can explain any difference maps generated between these literatures. To address this concern, we conducted an additional exploratory analysis limiting the ADHD literature solely to those studies involving adults (25 studies contributing a HC > ADHD contrast; 16 contributing an ADHD > HC contrast).
Results
Four sets of results emerged from our combined analyses of the ADHD and sleep deprivation literatures and are discussed in turn below: (1) overlapping hypoactivations; (2) significantly different hypoactivations; (3) overlapping hyperactivations; and (4) significantly different hyperactivations.
Overlapping hypoactivations
We first examined which regions demonstrate overlapping reductions in activation in both ADHD and TDC. Consistent with our hypothesis, this conjunction of the HC > ADHD and Rested > TSD contrasts revealed a clear homology in the cognitive control network (Table 1 and Figure 2A ). The largest cluster of overlapping reduction in this network emerged within the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), which has been broadly implicated in attention, conflict monitoring, and executive control [23] [24] [25] . Additional convergence of simultaneous hypoactivation emerged two nodes of the dorsal attention stream: the left and right precentral gyrus [26] , and the posterior parietal cortex [27] . Finally, we observe an overlap in hypoactivation of the inferior frontal gyrus (BA47), a region implicated in regulating impulsivity, particularly successful response inhibition [28] . Notably, this overlap is small (<20 mm 3 ), despite passing the 20 mm 3 threshold during the preliminary first-level analysis.
Neighboring hypoactivations in both ADHD and sleep deprivation in subregions of viscerosensory and salience processing areas of the anterior insula cortex [29] [30] [31] failed to overlap directly and are therefore not discussed further.
Significantly different hypoactivations
We next tested the converse possibility: that there are distinctly different patterns of hypoactivation in TSD and ADHD. The subtraction of the first-level TSD and ADHD ALE results revealed two clusters in the visual attention stream in which hypoactivations were significantly greater in the total sleep deprivation context relative to ADHD: in the fusiform gyrus [32] and in the superior parietal lobule [33] (Table 1 ; Figure 2B ).
In contrast, our analyses found two regions in which hypoactivations were significantly higher in ADHD, compared with sleep deprivation: in the inferior frontal gyrus and the posterior insula cortex (Table 1; Figure 2B ).
Overlapping hyperactivations
We found no significant areas of direct overlap in hyperactivations between TSD and ADHD (i.e. areas where both TSD > Rested and HC > ADHD contrasts had significant results). Although not overlapping directly, visual inspection of the TSD > Rested and HC > ADHD contrasts indicated that some larger cortical areas did have neighboring hyperactivations (e.g. in rostral ACC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex). However, these activations remained spatially adjacent within the same cortical regions rather than overlapping Figure 3A . Clusters are reported for ALE-derived conjunction analyses of first-level models, as reported in the manuscript. Subcluster local maxima are reported in Talairach space (stereotaxic xzy coordinates).
Significantly different hyperactivations
Finally, with respect to areas of significantly different hyperactivation, midbrain arousal centers in the thalamus demonstrated significantly greater hyperactivation in TSD, compared with ADHD (Table 1 ; Figure 3B ). Conversely, we did not find any clusters where brain hyperactivations were significantly increased in ADHD compared with TSD.
Exploratory contrast analyses using only studies from adults
Guided by the possibility that the significant differences in hypoactivations and hyperactivations described above result from the mixture of adult and youth studies together in the ADHD literature, we repeated the contrast subtraction analyses only for those ADHD studies which involve adult participants. Although the differences in hypoactivations identified were not replicated in this lower powered analysis, the differences in hyperactivity of the thalamus in TSD, compared with ADHD, remained significant, even when limiting data to those studies of adults (Supplementary Results).
Discussion
Here we present a novel, empirical meta-analysis investigating whether ADHD and sleep deprivation share an identifiable common neural signature. Our study indicates two key sets of results: how ADHD and sleep deprivation have overlapping shifts in brain activation in some regions and specific nonconvergent shifts in others. Specifically, we outline a convergence of hypoactivations within attention-regulating executive functioning networks in both people with ADHD and during sleep deprivation in healthy participants. These overlapping hypoactivations are accompanied by specific and distinct hyperactivations within the thalamus solely in the case of sleep deprivation, not in ADHD. Taken as a whole, these results lend support for a new framework in which to understand the association between sleep loss and ADHD-impairments in executive function without appropriate homeostatic compensatory arousal-which may have novel research and treatment implications (Figure 4 ). Finding that both ADHD and sleep deprivation have shared decreases in activity within the central cognitive control networks of the brain, including the dACC, the inferior frontal and difference analyses conducted using permutation-testing (10,000 permutations, FDR q < .05, k = 20mm [3] ).
cortex, and the posterior parietal cortex is interesting for several reasons. This network is intimately involved in both bottom-up and top-down aspects of attention. For example, successful activation of the inferior frontal gyrus is well implicated in the ability to inhibit motor response in paradigms such as the Go/No-Go task [28, 34] and the stop-signal task [35] . Moreover, the posterior parietal cortex forms a key node of the dorsal attention stream regulating directed visual attention [36, 37] , amongst other cognitive functions including memory encoding and retrieval [27] . Finally, the dACC is centered at the nexus of both the salience and central executive resting networks and orchestrates multiple aspects of cognitive control including tasks involving distraction-filtering [24, 38] and task-switching [39] . In concert, it is thus interesting that both ADHD and TSR involve hypoactivation in regions thought to underlie behavioral symptoms of inattention and impulsivity common to both ADHD and TSD [4, 40] . By adding this key biological link between sleep loss and ADHD, our study offers specific target neuroanatomy for new research studies hoping to investigate how sleep and sleep deprivation affect the ADHD brain. Although hypoactivations in the posterior parietal cortex were overlapping between ADHD and sleep deprivation, those in the superior parietal lobule were deactivated to a significantly higher degree in TSD. These regions are implicated in higher-order visual attention [33] . Conversely, greater hypoactivations in areas associated with top-down inhibitory control, such as the inferior frontal gyrus [28] , were identified in ADHD. Thus, the increased magnitude of hypoactivation may indicate that TSD may impart greater deficits in visually gated attention processes, as opposed to the inhibitory control processes affected in ADHD. Whether those with ADHD may be additionally more vulnerable to the added deficits of TSD remains unclear; future studies will be required to test this hypothesis directly. Of note, these findings were not replicated in our adult-only sample, and thus, these differences may reflect the presence of youth samples in ADHD. They intimate a need for developmental studies of the impact of sleep deprivation on the brain of both health controls and those youth with ADHD to verify such a possibility.
Turning next to hyperactivation, our core finding identified a subcortical hyperactivation pattern unique to TSD and absent in ADHD: the significantly greater hyperactivation of the thalamus in the TSD literature compared with ADHD. In the context of sleep and sleep deprivation, the thalamus is a key member of the ascending reticular activating system [41] [42] [43] , the set of structures governing the arousal of the neocortex during wakefulness. These results appear robust to whether the entire ADHD literature is used for analysis or only those studies involving adults.
One interpretation of increased thalamus activation may be a compensatory engagement of this ascending arousal system. Such compensation is observed elsewhere in the brain as well. For example, when engaging in memory encoding under conditions of sleep deprivation, prior studies have demonstrated a compensatory engagement of frontal systems to counter profound hypoactivation of the hippocampus during sleep-deprived memory encoding [44] , an effect proportional to the degree of preserved memory ability [45] . By activating the normal wake-promoting systems within the thalamus, the sleep deprived brain is functionally "rescued" from catastrophic performance deficits, limiting impairment to moderate levels. Critically, we observed no such hyperactivation in the ADHD group.
This arousal-centered hypothesis may inform recent discussions highlighting subcortical hypocretin (i.e. orexin) as one modulator of attention [46] potentially giving rise to the high rates of comorbidity between ADHD and narcolepsy [47, 48] . A deficit in hypocretin input (or that of another arousal modulating neurotransmitter) to the thalamus may putatively underlie the lack of hyperactivations we observe in this metaanalysis, differentiating ADHD from acute sleep deprivation in controls. This model would support experiments using hypocretin-modulating drugs to target this sleep-and-arousal system in a novel intervention to remediate behavioral deficits and difference analyses conducted using permutation testing (10 000 permutations, FDR q < .05, k = 20mm [3] ).
in ADHD. Ultimately, more direct work targeting the mechanisms of this arousal system in ADHD, and comorbid narcolepsy, are warranted.
An alternative context for thalamic results, particularly the lack of thalamic hyperactivity in ADHD, despite a presence in sleep deprivation, is within a recent framework of thalamic, and thalamic-reticular, dysfunction as a core mechanism across neurodevelopmental disorders [49] . As sleep disruption in ADHD appears to involve subtle shifts in sleep oscillatory activity dependent upon the thalamus-sleep spindles [12] and slow waves [15] , specifically-a disruption of thalamic function may underpin such changes. As mentioned previously, even subtle changes in these thalamocortical NREM oscillations can disrupt brain function in away similar to total sleep deprivation. Thus, the current results underscore the need to consider thalamic mechanisms of ADHD, both in interaction with and independent of, a more cortical etiology.
Together, this set of results supports a novel framework of sleep loss within the context of ADHD. They offer the first evidence of shared neural mechanisms underlying the deficits of attention, executive function, and cognitive control iconic to both conditions. We propose that such similarities in activation patterns may help explain commonalities in behavioral impairment, whereas their differences may portend the more profound deficits of clinically diagnosed ADHD, compared with those observed in control populations exposed to short sleep.
In Figure 4 , we illustrate this potential model of sleep deprivation and ADHD. We propose the former represents an unstable state where impairments are in part countered by compensation, whereas the latter signifies a state of profound behavioral deficits without an associated rescue response from the thalamus. Our current model, and the results supporting it, offers novel research avenues at the intersection of sleep and ADHD. The studies of ADHD in the current analysis, unlike those of TSD, did not employ an experimental manipulation of sleep, nor do they routinely report or control the sleep history of those patients (itself an independent moderator of the fMRI BOLD signal) [50] . Thus, it is unclear how acute (or chronic) sleep deprivation may affect the ADHD brain above and beyond the impact of the disorder itself. However, the suppression of thalamic activity in ADHD revealed in the current analysis supports the possibility that acute sleep deprivation, while moderate in impact in HC participants, may yield a profoundly greater impairment in individuals with a brain already sensitized by deficits in executive functioning, i.e. in those with ADHD. Moreover, the hallmark physiological signal of recovery sleep-the slow-wave oscillation during NREM sleep-originates in the structure for which our meta-analysis identified the greatest overlap in decreased activation: the dACC. Prior work has indicated that while sleep timing may not differ, rested slow-wave activity (an oscillatory signal of the sleep EEG) is impaired in ADHD [15] . Whether slowwave physiology is equally disrupted in recovery from sleep deprivation amongst those with ADHD-perhaps mediated by the deficits in dACC function described here and elsewhere [25] -is unknown. If so, novel sleep-focused treatments, restoring slow-wave activity (perhaps through noninvasive stimulation [51] ), may promise novel avenues to minimizing the severity of impairments in ADHD.
Our meta-analysis has several potential limitations, including impact of development, differential sample size between the two literatures, and overall impact of publication bias. Regarding the latter, one key aspect warranting further discussion is the lack of homogeneity of age between the ADHD literature (mixed between adult and pediatric samples) and the TSD literature (solely from studies of adults). Although adultonset ADHD coexists with its pediatric counterpart, at least one major model of ADHD stems from longitudinal neuroimaging [52] to posit that behavioral symptoms emerge in part from a delay in the normal development and maturation of frontal cortices including the regions discussed here. Moreover, turning to the intersection of sleep and ADHD, the normal agedependent progression of slow-oscillatory EEG activity during sleep from posterior to anterior cortices is similarly delayed in ADHD [15] . As shown previously, developmental meta-analyses [19, 20] of psychiatric and neurodevelopmental conditions can reveal subtle age-dependent differences within the same diagnosis including amongst regions we discuss here: for example, in the inferior frontal gyrus and mid-line cingulate region. Thus, although an ideal would be to have examined developmental moderation of the sleep-by-ADHD relations in the current paper, no fMRI study of total sleep loss has yet been completed in children. Thus, our sleep deprivation literature under examination here is wholly based upon results from the study of adults. As the aim of this study was to identify general patterns of overlap between ADHD-broadly defined-and sleep deprivation, no developmental criteria were applied to the ADHD articles, which are heterogeneous towards age. had on the current results. Limiting contrast analyses to only studies including adults replicated the presence of increased thalamic hyperactivations in TSD, compared with ADHD, while not replicating the differences observed in hypoactivations.
Although it is tempting to interpret these hypoactivation differences as therefore reflecting development, the absence of broader cortical differences one would expect in comparing adults to children tempers this possibility. Ultimately, until a critical mass of fMRI studies of sleep loss in pediatric samples is present, meta-analytic techniques such as this may not be ideal to examine the developmental nature of the effects reported here. Instead, primary experimental data of sleep loss in ADHD and typically developing youth-even short decreases in sleep time-will elucidate whether the shared neuroanatomy of ADHD and sleep loss differs developmentally. More generally, all meta-analytic approaches, including the current one, are limited by their necessary inclusion of only published articles. In our case, the size of the ADHD neuroimaging literature is large compared with a relatively restricted literature on fMRI studies of sleep deprivation. Thus, our first-level analyses may be differentially powered in each context. The ALE method, when contrasting datasets (e.g. examining differential increases in activation between ADHD and TSD) is robust to these differences through the nonparametric permutation approach to random effects modeling presented in the modern ALE algorithm [21] . However, the conjunction analyses (e.g. those revealing overlap between ADHD and TSD) are more sensitive to the differences in sample sizes. To explore the sensitivity of these analyses, we conducted a series of exploratory analyses reducing the ADHD literature to the same size as that of TSD. These results (Supplementary Material) indicate similar patterns of overlapping deactivation to the full analysis, supporting the robustness of our core findings.
The difference in sample size also adds to an already extant issue of publication bias, which we have highlighted previously in prior meta-analyses [19, 20] . Publication bias, that is, the tendency to only report positive findings, precludes null-results from being considered, giving rise to the much discussed "filedraw" problem. Although psychological research continues to adapt and adjust to increasing focus on replicability, metaanalyses such as ours must acknowledge the potential for competing evidence contrary to the inference collectively drawn here. Such limits to the meta-analytic approach can only best be addressed with the advent of new experimental designs and primary data to directly probe these associations. A final limitation of the ALE approach, particularly when compared with other meta-analytic techniques, is that ALE relies on a spatial modeling of peaks resulting from fMRI analyses. Although the number of participants (and therefore the statistical power) of each study is taken into account, neither the effect size nor the variance of each result is imputed into the ALE model. Thus, although ALE is efficient at identifying spatial patterns of overlap, it cannot examine the relative strength of differences between conditions such as ADHD and sleep loss. Again, future experimental work can directly alleviate these limitations.
Despite these limitations-the latter which are inherent to any ALE analysis-our findings, drawing upon a large corpus of literature from both ADHD and sleep deprivation literatures, offer a first examination of how these brain states differ, and how they may converge upon one another [17] . These results support, and highlight, a need for greater focus on sleep as a causal contributor to ADHD. Given profound reports of disturbed sleep in these patients, our results provide a neurobiological basis for how poor sleep may exacerbate impairments already present in these patients. Finally, they offer researchers direction towards which neural systems to target when designing studies experimentally manipulating sleep in patients with attention deficits.
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Supplementary material is available at SLEEP online.
